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Demountable Walls
Acoustic Performance of Glass Office Fronts and 3
An eye-opening guide to acoustic outcomes 
per different wall types and industry tests
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Introduction 
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Glass demountable walls or office fronts used in interior architectural applications have become a popular choice by architects and 
designers due to their ability to support daylight, provide visual persistence, and offer businesses significant tax depreciation benefits. 
These walls can be a unitized system, a stick-built system or a build list of components.

System Build List of Components

Division 10 Division 8

Unassembled Unassembled

Commercial Furniture Dealer, Independent 
Representatives, Manufacture 
Representatives (Direct), Glazier

Glazier, Drywaller, GC,  
Sometimes Furniture Dealer

System

Division 10

Fully or Partially Assembled

Commercial Furniture Dealer, 
Independent Representatives, 
Manufacture Representatives (Direct)

Type

Construction 
Specification Division

Delivered As

Distribution

Unitized Demountable Wall System Stick-Built Demountable Wall System Component-Built Glass Wall

Demountable Wall Types

STC of Assembled System NoneSTC of Assembled SystemFramed System    
Acoustic Tests

None NoneNoneFrameless System 
Acoustic Tests

High Flexibility High FlexibilityLow FlexibilityAbility to Tailor to 
As-Built Conditions

Holoform Realm™ System  
H3 Biomedicine, Cambridge, MA
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Unitized walls systems are fully or partially assembled within a manufacturer’s 
facility (i.e. Steelcase VIA, Haworth Enclose, KI Lightline, or Allsteel Beyond) and 
are assembled within the jobsite similar to cubicle product lines. Stick-built 
demountable walls systems are shipped to the jobsite unassembled (i.e. Teknion 
Altos, Holoform Realm, TransWall One LP, or Muraflex Mimo). In contrast, 
component-built glass walls are usually sourced and priced by a glazier who 
selects components (i.e. metal framing, hardware, glass, seals, gaskets, etc.). 

The primary differences between a demountable wall system and a component-
built wall are: 1) systems are made to be reconfigurable, component-built walls 
are not, and 2) systems are tested for acoustic performance, component-built 
walls are not. If acoustic performance is of high importance, it is generally 
recommended to specify a stick-built framed system, as acoustic testing has 
likely been conducted and STC results are available. 

Stick-built demountable walls (and component-built glass walls) can be sized 
and installed to fit the unsquared conditions of as-built environments. Most 
as-built environments do not have level floors or ceiling conditions or plumb 
wall conditions. These conditions pose a more challenging install for a unitized 
demountable wall, given the system panels are pre-fabricated “square.” A 
“square” wall can be installed in unsquared building conditions, but requires 
the use of built-in adjustable glides, scissors, shims or setting blocks to level the 
wall. This leveling process will create gaps at the floor and ceiling that will leak 
noise if gaskets or seals in those areas are not utilized.

Introduction 
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Unitized Wall System

Stick-built Demountable Wall System

Holoform Realm™ System  
IQHQ, Boston, MA
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Two types of demountable wall systems are available: framed 
and frameless. Framed systems outperform frameless systems 
significantly when it comes to acoustic performance. A framed 
system can be specified as single-glazed or double-glazed. A 
double-glazed system will always deliver the highest degree of 
acoustic performance over monolithic single-glazed glass, due to 
the air cavity between the two lites of glass. The performance of a 
double-glazed system with an air cavity may or may not outperform 
single-glazed laminated glass, due to the thickness of the PVB 
interlayer and the glass.

Glass STC Ratings (Viracon/Eastman)

Framed vs. 
Frameless 
Demountable  
Wall Systems
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⅛" thick STC 30/29

¼" thick STC 31/31

⅜" thick STC 34/35

½" thick STC 36/37

⅝" thick STC 38/ –

¾" thick STC 39/39

¼" thick STC 35/33

⅜" thick STC 36/36

½" thick STC 38/37

⅝" thick STC 40/39

¾" thick STC 41/40

Monolithic Tempered Glass Laminated Glass

Single-Glazed  
Framed System           

Double-Glazed 
Framed System

Frameless  
System

Demountable wall systems can be specified with either clear or 
low iron tempered or laminated glass. Laminated tempered glass 
and high acoustic interlayer monolithic glass will always provide 
better acoustic performance, as will thicker glass. Most system 
manufacturers will offer a range of glass choices to meet a project’s 
acoustic performance requirements and/or budget parameters.

A double-glazed system will always deliver  
        the highest degree of acoustic performance, over 
monolithic single-glazed glass due to the air       
                         cavity between the two lites of glass.

Source: Viracon, Acoustic Performance Data Table & Eastman Acoustic Glazing Data
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Most glass demountable wall manufacturers will publish STC ratings 
for their systems on their website and within their product literature. 
These ratings are not necessarily published for all glass types 
or by single- or double-glazed system configurations. Typically, 
manufacturers will identify publicly an STC rating range that their 
product could deliver. In most cases manufacturers can provide 
STC test certificates for the system combinations that are most 
commonly specified that they sell. This is because STC tests require 
a certified third-party testing organization, and are time-consuming 
and expensive to perform (i.e. between $2,000 and $3,000, not 
including system materials and personnel).

As a result, not all possible glass and system configurations from 
any manufacturer will have a corresponding STC test certificate. 
When specifying any type of glass demountable wall system, 
it is important to ask for the STC test certificate that accurately 
represents the system specifications of the project. If one is not 
available, it is prudent to request that a test be performed to meet 
the acoustic performance requirements of a project.

The rule of thumb for any type of glass partition/wall is to deliver 
between a 30 and 40 STC rating. This would transform a noisy office 
space using a single-glazed wall from a moderately loud sound 
level of 60 dB to a faint 30 dB (60 dB - 30 dB = 30 dB). Likewise, using 
a double-glazed wall, the same noisy office space would be reduced 
from 60 dB to a very faint 20 dB (60 dB - 40 dB = 20 dB).

Type of System Single-Glazed Single-Glazed  Double-Glazed 
  Laminated 

Unitized Framed 30 - 36 33 - 39 36 - 45

Stick-Built Framed 30 - 38 33 - 40 39 - 46

STC Ratings and Privacy

Ratings and Privacy STC STC Ratings

Normal Speech is Easily Understood 25  

Normal Speech is Audible,  30 Single-Glazed 
but Unintelligible  Minimum STC

Loud Speech Audible and Understandable 35 

Normal Speech Inaudible 35  

Loud Speech Audible, but Not Understandable 39 

Loud Speech Audible,  40 Double-Glazed 
but Unintelligible  Minimum STC

Loud Speech Barely Audible 45 

Shouting Barely Audible 50  

Shouting Not Audible 55 

Framed vs. 
Frameless 
Demountable  
Wall Systems

Typical Manufacturers' Published STC Ratings  
for a Demountable Wall System*

*Published ratings, not necessarily tied to an STC report

Source: InspectApedia.com; multiple door, window and glazing company websites
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Most demountable wall manufacturers conduct STC tests on their systems. 
There are a select few who do not, and claim to use NIC tests to represent the 
acoustic performance of their product. STC and NIC tests are not the same. 
One is not better than the other. They represent two different means  
to measure acoustic performance. 

STC tests are performed in a tightly controlled lab that specializes in 
acoustical testing for building products. The lab is comprised of a source 
room and a receiving room, and the demountable wall system is placed 
between the two. The system and the rooms are fully-isolated to conduct 
a sound transmission loss test. The STC test will be conducted in the 
controlled/fixed environment absent any of the typical flanking paths that 
exist within an as-built environment. This test will provide a test number of 
how well the system performs absent any other conditions. 

An NIC test is a field test. They are performed in an as-built environment to 
test the acoustic performance of a completed architectural project (and, 
can cost upwards of $4,000–$5,000 per space). This will test the acoustics 
of all the components that comprise the building. In most cases, NIC 
tests are done to evaluate the acoustic performance between rooms, and 
between rooms and public spaces, where acoustic privacy is a high priority. 
As a result, NIC test results will not identify the real-world performance of 
the demountable wall system given the unique influence of the building 
conditions (i.e. building construction, material finishes, flanking paths, 
installation precision factors, etc.).
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STC vs. NIC Acoustic Tests  
for Demountable Wall Systems

Typical STC Lab Test

Typical NIC Field Test

Holoform Realm™ System  
H3 Biomedicine, Cambridge, MA
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STC vs. NIC 
Acoustic Tests for 
Demountable 
Wall Systems

The problem with relying on an NIC test, is that you cannot repeat 
the test from building to building, project to project, application to 
application. It is not repeatable, given the host of variables that either 
improve or negate acoustic performance are never identical. With 
an NIC test, you are testing the entirety of the space from how the 
building is constructed, flooring, ceilings, to the quality of how those 
materials and the demountable wall system were constructed and 
installed. Unfortunately, this does not provide an acceptable means 
to measure acoustic performance of a demountable wall system. If a 
manufacturer only offers an NIC test of their product, the test should 
be questioned and not accepted as an accurate measure of what the 
demountable wall will contribute to the unique conditions of any 
given completed project.
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Typical Noise Transmission and Flanking Paths

STC vs. NIC Acoustic Test Differences

Fixed vs. Variable 
Measurement

Fixed Control 
Elements

Non-Control 
Variables

Fixed Variable

System Frame

System Door Types and 
Door Openings

Glass Type and Thickness

System Frame

System Door Types  
and Door Openings

Glass Type and Thickness

Building Construction

Wall Finish Materials

Acoustical Tiles

Flooring Finish Materials

Insulation

Acoustic Baffling, Blankets,  
and Tiles/Panels

Stud Cavities of Walls

HVAC and Ductwork Break-In  
and Break-Out Noise

Lighting Noise

Sound Masking

Outlet, Switch, Plumbing, HVAC 
and Distribution Passes

Plants

Furniture

Drywall Construction

Quality of Assembly and 
Installation (Trades)

STC NIC

Cracks

Flanking Noise Floors & 
Ceilings

Roofs Duct Noise

HVAC Noise

Light 
Fixtures

Di�users

Electrical

Flanking Noise

Windows/
Exterior Walls

CracksWorkforce Generated

Penetrations

Sound Transmission
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Common Issues with Demountable 
Wall System STC Tests

1. There is not a standard test requirement that identifies or requires the physical 
configuration of a demountable wall to be STC tested.

 Manufacturers can test whatever they want and deem necessary during an STC test. This 
equates to the “wild, wild, west” of STC testing. Without a clear definition and industry 
requirements, a manufacturer can literally test anything to obtain an STC test result. 
Common examples that illustrate this are:

• Testing glass within the system extrusion, but adding putty in the channel to  
dampen sound/vibration rather than using the systems gaskets/seals

• Not testing an 8’ tall x 8’ wide wall (i.e. testing a 2’ tall x 2’ wide wall)

• Not testing door openings and doors in the wall

• Testing only one lite of glass vs. several as you would find in a typical application

Without a clear 
definition and industry 
requirements, a 
manufacturer can 
literally test anything to 
obtain an STC test result.

Given that STC testing is used to delineate the acoustic performance of a demountable wall system, it is important to understand 
the underlying issues with how manufacturers conduct STC testing. The most important fact is that STC test results are an imprecise 
measure of acoustic performance. You may question this statement, given it is an industry-acceptable testing standard that is used by 
most/all demountable wall manufacturers. Three primary issues are the root cause of testing imprecision and the ability to compare 
STC tests across manufacturers.
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2. It is nearly impossible to compare STC test results between 
manufacturers.

 There are many professional labs in the U.S. that perform 
acoustic testing. Not all of these labs utilize the same room or 
test frame size. ASTM E1425 standard practice specifies that 
the test frame for wall assemblies be at a minimum of 8’ x 8’ 1 
within a room volume of between 80 (for measurements down 
to 125Hz) and 180 (for measurements down to 80Hz) cubic 
meters to achieve a meaningful test result at low frequencies.2  
Manufacturers and their lab partners can easily adjust the 
variables of glass thickness, glass size, glass type, number of 
lites, as well as dampening materials to achieve a desired STC 
test result. This practice is characterized as a false STC report. It 
is important to remember that every variable of a demountable 
wall impacts the STC rating. Common examples of cutting 
corners include:

  • Testing fewer than three lites of glass within the system

  • Testing in a smaller room, than what represents a  
  typical office size

  • Testing a small portion of the system in a small lab  
  test frame

  • Avoiding the testing of doors within the system to   
  achieve a higher STC rating

  • Removing or using non-system components

3. Openings, gaps and doors will degrade STC test results.

 Flanking paths within a demountable wall system will impact 
its ability to attenuate sound. The seals, gaskets and door 
sweeps used, the means of leveling, as well as the type of door 
(swing vs. slider) are as important to the system as the frame 
design and the glass specified. Testing a system with all of its 
constituent components is important to achieve an accurate 
STC test result. To assure that the acoustic performance qualities 
will meet project requirements, it is important to review the 
manufacturer’s STC test results to assure that it accounts for the 
following:

  • Type (tempered, laminated or high acoustic interlayer)  
  and thickness of glass

  • Type of door (swing or slider)

  • Door seal and gasket construction

  • Door sweep construction

  • Door hardware (pulls, locks, latches, closers, etc.)

  • Cinching closure for corner joints

  • Glass panel seaming material

  • Internal vs. external leveling device  
  (external leveling devices will create a flanking path)

Common 
Issues with 
Demountable 
Wall System  
STC Tests

1ASTM International, ASTM E1425, www.ASTM.org and Intertek, https://www.intertek.com/
building/standards/astm-e-90/ 
2Intertek, www.intertek.com 
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